
297th Knowledge Seekers Workshop October 10, 2019 

(Continues with Spaceship Enhancement Unit to process diseases physically and 

emotionally, Arizona state government agrees to help establish Industrial Zone but not 

in writing, Price will rise to 1 million dollars, Contractual agreements with the Units 

30% to KF, The self-charging car battery knowledge will be given to major car 

manufacturers around the world, Discusses how Knowledge Seekers can band together 

and buy a Unit for their city, This system set correctly can fly and produce materials and 

we'll show one integrated system in Theran, You have to drink water that you get the 

right amount of energy to keep the cells of the body in the right replication and motion,    

,  ) 

 

 

(:17). 

... The Mexico KF has asked to delay Mexican conference until Feb when the new 

government of Mexico comes into power ..  (:20).  

.. Conference in Brazil 7 thru 9th Nov 

(:22).  ... Government of State of Arizona has accepted to help KF build industrial zone 

..  

... up to now neither side has refused cooperation ... 

 

(:26). 

 

(:30). Rick plays video of new systems.  

..  office@at.kfm.global, for more info.  . shown second time for government officials .. 

(:34).   (:36).   .. The first of January the price will rise to 500,000 Euros and for 3 

months we'll hold this price .... The first of March to 1 million Euro per unit. This intro 

price will hold for 2 months.  ..  (:38). These units carry a contractual agreement ... KF 

will receive 30% from any processing paid by the patients. It's fully automatic, 

computerized and the doctors will control it remote and it is a CE standard of 

certification class 1. 40 

... different diseases need different attachments ..  (:40).  In the very near future, 12 

months we can tailor make the system to fit the disease and the man. ... It's both 

emotional and physical. .. Later on this month the power system for charging 

automotive will be released to major car manufacturers around the world, which mean 

branded names around the world will get the T at the same time. This is the way we 

operate. Many car manufacturers trying to go into electric cars will receive this 

knowledge under contractual agreement, demonstration of the work into the KF process.  

(:42). The generation of self-generating energy to run this unit, the health of the battery 

will be looked after by the new T. The Enhancement Spaceship Unit will have no power 

supply from outside. ...   

(:44). 

(talks about becoming an agent with the new systems ... ) 

(:50). You find a place, doctor and whatever to use the system to help your city .. 

(:52).  

(:54). ... For us it is how to quickly get the T into use and for us this is the only way it 

can be done. Once you set up a center it will be announced at the KF .. 

(:56). 

 

(1:00). This man came to us with Parkinson's for 10 years. R- play video. Day 1, this is 

how he came and used the system. (1:06). 



 

(1:08). Both patients now are in the process of reduction by the supervision of the 

doctors, they have reached 25 % reduction next week and the other one the following 

week and within 2 to 4 months with supervision of the doctors, zero medications. It's 

not that the conditions come back because with this T the root of the problems are 

solved. The main emotional and physical. This system is not answerable and may not be 

the solution to all, at least not for the time being as the scientists gather more 

information and as we develop it for different application. This system set in the 

correct condition can fly. We'll show this as one system integrated in Theran. This 

system will produce materials, and will be able to deliver water and everything else 

the man needs. Do not forget in the term of man when you need water you have to 

drink that you ??? to get the right amount of energy to keep the cells of the body in 

the right replication and motion. This T delivers the component energy of the water to 

the body of the man and in the body it transforms into water, to what is needed. It's so 

advanced that very soon we'll see many world leaders trying it. as we know we see 

atrocities starting yesterday by the state of Turkey,  (1:10). against people. But you'll see 

one of the first people in this machine will be the leaders of Turkey that have different 

failures and cancers. It'll stop a lot of problems and I hope giving extent of life to these 

people we bring peace to them not problems. We have seen, those who have been 

present in the Conference in Vienna have published across the Internet that this system 

will be offered to German Chancellor for what we have seen her shaking in public, part 

of the Parkinson's. ...    

.. animals can use it ...  (1:12). .. When the system doesn't work properly it means we 

haven't understood the body, we have to understand the work of the body of the man 

that we can tune it to it so that the system can overcome the problem. I see this system 

being used for fractures and breaking of the bones. Repairing bones in hours. ...  

(1:14).  

 

Talking about the new system and results ... 

 

(1:20). 

 

(1:24).  .. Collaborate with us we release more knowledge, try to obstruct us and we'll 

handle you with ruthless hand, don't forget I know how this T works. It has to become 

the tool of peace, that man gains confidence and elevates his soul and elevates himself 

to a new level of understanding and serving. In the coming time we'll create this 

environment that you can see the creatures of God in the U. This system is not made for 

man only. People who went through the simpler version of human dimension in Vienna 

are already sending us reports back, since going in that machine they came out a 

different man. happy people, it changed a lot of things in their life. People who had pain 

don't have it anymore. I can put a blind man in this machine and he'll come out seeing. 

(1:26).    

 

... The time of teaching is over, I have taught you everything. Now you know when you 

are in the university, you go to the theoretical class in the morning and in the afternoon 

is the lab or practical.  .. (1:28).  .. Keshe Coins. ... 

 

 

(1:30).   ... Any Questions.  Q: Miguel talks about Mexico (hard to understand ) ... 

(1:32).  ... (1:34). He will meet with the Senate ...  



(1:36).  ... K- I have a lot of comments. You have taken charge for your nation and that's 

all we want to do. Q: I am a simple man and I don't have any position. I follow my heart 

and I want to serve you.  K- You serve your nation, we are not making any prophets or 

leaders. This is how you take leadership. People like you ?? the T,  (1:38). as a friend of 

mine says, who cares about FDA when I was told I couldn't walk and now I can walk.  

 

(1:40). 

 

(1:42). 

(1:44).  

... Q: I am going to go to the company that is using the MaGrav... K- Is it the one that is 

saving 40%?  It's increasing, they are saving in the third month ....  

(1:50). .. Q: Is this system good for mental illness, depression and anxiety? Yes. ... You 

go into this system and you come out the way you used to be, without any diseases. .. 

(1:52).  .. It takes time, the brain cells have to be set, the brain has to restructure itself 

that it can hold on it. We are not here to show, we are here to make the change. It does 

work for depression and the process is very easy, it doesn't need more then .. it's just 

that you have to put the emotion right to elevate the soul. ... (1:54).  Q: Can you give us 

the dimensions of the system? We have made sure it's just under 5 meters, 745 that it 

can fit into a portable 20 foot container, the height is about 2 meters and width about 1.2 

meters. It sits on a special plate that creates separation of the fields. So it's an 

independent unit. It weighs about a ton and will come in a few pieces. It's all connected, 

but it doesn't have motors or that kind of thing. It's a copy of the work of the U. It has to 

be set up and it will come with a manual and somebody to come and teach 1 day. Q: 

What's the minimum age? There is no age limit. Animals and humans it's the same. Q: 

What can be done for people with implants in their body? There is a problem with the 

implants depending on what and how it is.  (1:56). Stems for the heart, you can't use this 

system. We can isolate it if you have a cancer that it doesn't touch it, but it can be 

dangerous and  it has to be under supervision of the doctors. Any other implant you 

have to see how it behaves in plasma. R- What about for example fillings and teeth?  No 

problem. ??? You get a new radio station .. R- Outer space tunes of the century. What 

about people with titanium braces in their back and things like that?  We do not allow it. 

The reason is we have seen this in operation, what happened when you have titanium 

that fuses 2 or 3 of your spine disks together, is because disks have been damaged and 

have been removed. The beauty with this T is if you don't have those titanium disks or 

can remove them, the disks will grow back, doesn't matter if it has been crushed out. In 

a few months the disks grows, and if they have pinned it, it starts fracturing where the 

pin is in the bone so you shatter the bone. R- that makes sense because I went through 

disks and a lot of pain in my early life but it did eventually repair itself through some 

intervention of my own.  (1:58). .. I decided to heal myself and it worked. Q: What 

about pacemakers or electronic devices? The physicians have to decide .. whether we 

can switch it off and test it and allow it to grow. It can be done but physicians have to 

try. On the other hand because this is a field motion would the system absorb enough 

energy that it can damage the tissues of the ?? inside the body. These are the things as 

we go along, but we have developed a T that can isolate these parts that the field doesn't 

interfere. We can extract the fields from certain areas part of the body. If it's there to do 

a function how can we isolate it, this is the biggest problem. Q: Will people on 

electronic or artificial breathing systems be able to get into this new system without the 

fields effecting the machines?  It can be organized we have to see how it is fitted, the 

way it does the operation.  (2:00).  



 

.. Q: You mentioned about targeted therapy, targeting certain organs and so on. I wanted 

to clarify for our audience, in spite of you being a nuclear engineer,  (2:04). You didn't 

mean radiation therapy?  No, no, it's just bringing the fields to the body. With this T 

there is no radiation. There is no need for it. When you have an active cell, which a 

neutron, which is too active and can't match with anything, it wants to release its fields 

to find itself, to change itself to an atom of H, which is an electron and a proton, so it 

radiates as much as it can at a time to be able to go back to stability and it produces 

what we call radiation. If you create an environment that everything is in peace then 

nothing is created as radiation.  Q: ... Lorenz thought that this T might be partly based 

on the K converting to Ca, the K40 and emitting the gamma which is makes for 

transmutation inside of our bodies...?  We already have taught this in the teachings, so 

he says that he understood, that's good. But in the medical teachings we always taught 

that the job of Thalamus and Thymus is synchronizing and changing matters to what is 

needed.  (2:06). Mainly it's done by Ca K conversion because the man who lives in the 

North Pole, Eskimos, or people who live on a mono-food. Whatever they eat they 

digest, they absorb Ca. Whatever you eat, if you eat meat it has Ca in it, it has a center 

of Ca in it. Talking about the flesh, but it is the same with vegetation but it has a 

different composition. So the Ca in your immune system has a Ca seed, your skin, every 

cell has a Ca seed, so the body, the connection fields which the Thalamus and Thymus 

organizes what the brain and body needs and then they convert the Ca into what 

additional energy to K which is K40, which is radioactive to break the cells off the meat 

which you actually eat, what you ate. We take B6, B12, B9 and many other B's, these 

are all radioactive material to do the function of what the Ca does in Converting to K40. 

Years ago when I said look at that Coke bottles I could produce grapheme because in 

my systems, into the NaOH I added additional K,  (2:08). to create a condition of higher 

order fields conversion. Because K has that K factor to release heavy energies very 

rapidly in conversion to K40.  R- when you are looking at the actual energy levels of the 

gamma rays they're at the high end of the so called electromagnetic spectrum way 

beyond radio, infrared and even all the ultraviolet.  K- That's just the beginning of the 

rays when you go to the cosmos, that becomes like an Alpha ray what is Gamma ray to 

us here. R- So when you are talking about this unit there is no external radiation being 

directed, it will somehow effect those internal processes at the cellular level at the Ca K 

interaction?  Of course if the body is made of it you have to interact with it. R- So does 

that get inspired by the interaction with our soul or is it something that is stimulated 

through the machinery the device itself? K- Are going to go back to teaching. R- I am 

trying to get some teachings here.  

(Teaching) 

(2:10). In the body you have the nerve system and then the blood. One carries the field 

strength of the emotion, the nerve carries the strength of the physical creation. And 

these two, you know you have the double glue system (epoxy) they don't work until you 

put them together. At a position, length and whatever of the body, these two at the right 

energy and right field strength, with the presence of lymph, convert lymph into matter 

state of itself. That is how it works. That is why when you have a problem with your 

mother and you don't want to breast feed, you change this (blood), so the solidification 

of the matter at that point changes and you get cancer. This is say, 2 Pico Amp,  (2:12). 

now with a change of emotion at this point you make to 1.9 10 to the -5 mega Amp, 

then that creates a change of material, the salt in this environment now behaves in a 

different way, this solidifies. It's very much like if you have a steam in the room you 

don't see it until it touches the coldness of the window and then it manifests itself as 



water or moisture. Here the manifestation of the matter is salt, but in the current flow 

from the emotion and the brain. In any of these two (blood and never) balance of 

potential changes you get a different material. This is even how your ?? dares or 

different parts of your kidneys ?? ??  ?? salt solution, when salinity changes with 

potential difference between the two lines of 04 

 

  

 

(2:18). 

(2:20). 

 

(2:26).    .. I told you nobody has understood MaGrav and the Nano T that I brought in. 

You harness energy which is outside the N material. The N material is like a tube, we 

got used to having a tube to follow energies, like water or whatever through it, yeah? 

With the N material you do what's in the space, not what you want to push or absorb 

from it. It's the field interaction, you create the channel, you create the pipe. It's 180 

degrees opposite to what you are talking about. We absorb energy in it, but it doesn't do 

what you are saying as a function. That's why I told you that a lot of people have not 

understood the work of N materials, and the true work of N materials. We are not 

creating something to go inside, we are creating separation zone from outside on the M 

field level. You are looking at what's inside, I look at what I hold outside, by the fields 

that they created. This N layer creates a field with a channel that let's me put what I 

want through it, not what you think is going to be absorbed here.  (2:28). This is so huge 

(  ) that like you said it needs a lot of energy, and to see what it emits, but if you know 

how to get it through, you never see the energy there.  Q: I am talking about the layers 

on top of the materials, the radiation ?? the N layers once they start ?? emitting fields 

you have the fields which you are working with.  K- No, .. yes, but it doesn't work that 

way. The fields are containers, they are not creators or releasers of energy, they are 

holders, this is the problem, when you use. they are not the source, those fields are not 

the gamma ray ... all the fields above a N layer are cosmic rays. Now you learned 

something new. All the fields ... you touch any N material, all that fields above it is 

cosmic ray. Above (the ) cosmic ray we know.  Q; You explained that the Deuterium is 

the converter of universal fields to what we consider the matter state, this is why we 

have been talking about these N layers so much in the Plasma Group, because you have 

been pointing us into the direction of ?? higher level lights.  K- yeah, higher level lights, 

you just don't have a Deuterium on top of the Cu layer, when you have a N Cu. Do you 

understand? Deuterium, when we talked, Deuterium as an energy pack not D as a matter 

state.  Q: yes the difference between C14 and C 12 as explained  (2:30). in the June 

Plasma Times.  K- Yeah, but the cosmic rays we talk about have nothing to do with 

other floaters of the packages on it. You can float a C14 in these field layers just above 

the N layers. It's the way your blood system works, that's why your blood doesn't stick 

to your veins. 36 

 

 

(2:38).  .. I want to open your horizons. ... 

 

(2:42).  

 

(2:46).  



(2:48).   ... Any other question. Q: Is this new system like ??? the dynamic system 

introduced by Dr. Klaus? Yes, in essence yes, but in origin everything is the same. The 

original dynamic systems were introduced years ago and Armand developed a version 

of it for the space. All these dynamic plastic balls that you see is the brain child of 

Armand. He produced it and taught it to Jan Yin, Armand has understood a lot but he 

can't put it together. I am the worse teacher, I watch, otherwise it becomes a copycat.  

(2:50). The process ... I could have shown this what you see now, 10 years ago. I used it 

20 years ago, 2000, when I bought the first centrifuge in Manchester, to .. 

 

(2:52).  it was all beep, beep, Alpha and Beta ray, but we couldn't measure what 

position because we wanted the material, but we couldn't have it, so I created my own 

radioactive material. The same as now I can create cosmic radiation, above cosmic 

which man has no knowledge of. The inter-galaxy fields, or inter-universal fields are 

beyond all these cosmic rays. You still have to learn that. Q: But you were saying that 

as long as we were working on frequencies we are still in the matter state, the field of 

the U is one field and it works instantaneously everywhere, so how, this is what you 

said we haven't understood is how to switch from the frequency mindset to the universal 

mindset, the one mindset in which the U is the common denominator? K- It's very easy 

to do it, we do it. The first time I showed it to somebody I think they were shocked, but 

if you understand the process you can get the cosmic and matter fields at the same time. 

Understanding the knowledge from the same fields we can get a AC and DC, from the 

same wire. If you get an AC in the matter state, you get DC from Nano layer,  (2:54). 

but at the moment we don't produce, we don't have system so thin that it can go between 

the layers of N, that it can give us that current. 08 

 

 

 

(3:00).  

 

(3:04). 

 

(3:08). Q: If the beautiful people were created in the womb of the mother with more 

then one soul and one physicality, and one had 9 souls, and you said the Enhancement 

Unit only 1 soul at a time.. would the beautiful people benefit from a future system ... ?  

K- How can you benefit a healthy man. It's us who is sick. I wrote this to the team of 

Chinese doctors whom I am advising. They were considering to accept a patient who 

was given 4 or 5 medicine for schizophrenia, and I explained, what is a schizophrenia. 

None of the doctors ever made a comment because now they had to accept a new level. 

Most probably they give these to their own patients, the brain and physiological doctors 

in this thing. Have they accepted it or do they have to say the book they read is not what 

it reads here.  (3:10). Q: You have to put them into the machine for them to change their 

mind? K- Do you want me to bring 9 men out from 1 man.  Q: No I am talking about 

the doctors.  K- We have a lot to say about doctors.  

 

(3:12).  

.. As you know most of the world leaders are sick physical or psychological. .. 

(3:14).  

... our goal is make life for man a better day for the STM.   (3:16).  ... If you want to see 

the real magic go and get your visa's for Iran, we will show ??? that's my gift to my 

nation. Try to understand and if you can support the spread of this new system. Support 



and spread it. Either way it will come to help the others, and mankind accepts when it 

comes to health. We'll try to hold it in that level. ..  Those who were looking for a guru 

at the KF, had to move on, as we all teach and learn at the same time. ?? see us at the 

same level of light, understanding and knowledge. We'll expand it. I think this new 

system will open all the doors and channels in the world for all of us. Not just the 

salvation of the physicality but the STM. I promise you we'll put a camera, we'll see at 

night when there is nobody in the hospital, the world leaders and presidents with their 

diseases and their families will go to where this thing is to get in to see if it works. I 

have a very bad news, if your fingerprint and iris doesn't match with our databank it will 

not switch on.  (3:18). Thank you very much for today. In Mexico and Brazil we 

dropped the registration fee to what is locally acceptable, it's $600 and not $1,500 as it 

was in Austria. We price according of the local environment we go to. Try to take this 

to the governments. .. 

Most probably see you in Brazil.  

(3:20).  plays video 

END 

 


